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Abstract: Depression is one of the deadliest ailments hitting about a noteworthy populace around the world This work 
proposes a method to identify Depression in subject by using EEG database recorded on different people of different age 
groups and social organizations. by asking PHQ-9 score is computed for each subject. EEG frequency bands values are 
tabulated by using Bluetooth based Neurosky's Mindwave kit.  In this work focus is to identify depression by Support Vector 
Machine (SVM). 47 Samples are set up by making inquiries from standard poll with a Wright and wrong replies in a diverse 
era from the individual in wearable head unit. 39 samples are trained and 8 are tested.  In this work SVM classifier’s 
confusion matrix is derived by MATLAB program and accuracy of 75 % is achieved. 
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Introduction 
 
Depression 
The present way of life of individuals crosswise over globe is loaded with exercises performed with worry because of rivalry, 
volume of work, travel needs, arranging and characterized execution. The review demonstrates that the most changed age 
gathering is the youthful people who contribute a considerable measure of improvement exercises. The review demonstrates 
that, one of five individuals are inclined to despondency which may prompt nonperformance or endeavor to crush self from 
life.  
Depression can occur at any age, however frequently starts in adulthood. To be determined to have despondency, the side 
effects must be available for no less than two weeks. Sorrow is currently perceived as happening in youngsters and youths, 
despite the fact that it some of the time presents with more noticeable fractiousness than low temperament. Numerous 
interminable state of mind and nervousness issue in grown-ups start as large amounts of tension in kids.  
Depression, particularly in midlife or more established grown-ups, can happen with different genuine medicinal sicknesses, 
for example, diabetes, tumor, coronary illness, and Parkinson's malady. These conditions are frequently more regrettable 
when wretchedness is available. Some of the time drugs taken for these physical sicknesses may bring about symptoms that 
add to misery. A specialist experienced in treating these entangled ailments can help work out the best treatment procedure. 
 
Electroencephalogram 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) is the test to find the action and reaction of the cerebrum cells for each lift from inside and 
remotely, in which EEG also called as Electroencephalography, which is the system for the mind testing. Electrical banner is 
remotely setting out from the neurons to various neurons, this make less requesting to get the data noninvasively by using the 
terminals, as indicated by the differing action and the state of the individual activity, unmistakable sorts of EEG signs will be 
made in the assorted side of the brain. Thusly to defeat these cathodes are put with a standard division between them. 
Relationship of the side of cerebral cortex measured for the circumstance of the anode as demonstrated by the 10/20 percent 
of partition between every electrode from left, suitable, from and back of it. There are five sorts of fold, Frontal, parietal, 
Temporal, Central, occipital.  
 
Literature Survey 
A survey of writing review is made here to comprehend the use of brainwave flag preparing and using it for discouragement 
discovery strategies. An investigation of different research works distributed in rumored diaries is made. The concentrate of 
every writing is delineated for better comprehension of the work in this section.  
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The creator [1] utilized despondency screening estimations of Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) and Depression 
Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21) keeping in mind the end goal to distinguish the ordinary and dejection gatherings. A 32 
channels EEG was utilized to recognize the distinction of alpha waves in dejection and typical gatherings. The alpha waves in 
dejection gathering were discovered to be lower contrasted with the ordinary gathering in both close eyes and open eyes 
conditions. [1] 
The creators [2] have evaluated the discouragement level utilizing I-Vector method and fluffy enrolment capacities. Gloom 
level is assessed of every speaker by utilizing these two calculations. After that they have thought about the aftereffects of 
these two techniques. Fluffy enrolment capacities give more precision when contrasted with the I-Vector technique. Fluffy 
enrolment capacities give better execution as contrasted and before procedures. They got 99 for each penny precision in 
misery level estimation in sounds utilizing fluffy participation work technique. [2] 
The creator [3] with his work displays the convenience of the temple EEG with cutting edge detecting innovation and flag 
handling calculations to bolster individuals with medicinal services needs, for example, observing rest, anticipating cerebral 
pains, and treating discouragement. The proposed framework for assessing rest quality is fit for distinguishing five rest stages 
to track daily rest designs. The despondency treatment screening framework can foresee the viability of quick upper 
operators. It is apparent that frontal EEG movement is fundamentally required in rest administration, cerebral pain 
counteractive action, and wretchedness treatment. The utilization of dry terminals on the brow takes into account simple and 
fast observing on a regular premise. The advances in EEG recording and examination guarantee a promising future in support 
of individual medicinal services arrangements. [3] 
The creator [4] proposed a formalization of the expository framework in view of machine learning calculation, which would 
foresee the level of wretchedness for people and recommend particular cure. The "Recuperating Hands for Depressed People 
System" (DHH) performs to precisely correspond the level of sorrow and legitimize the cure given with the sentiments of 
specialists in space. [4] 
The creator [5] in his work recorded the Encephalogram (EEG) exercises from 37 members amid preparing of outward 
appearance jolts. With both high-gamma and low-gamma groups, the intelligence in the correct side of the equator of 
ordinary controls was more noteworthy than that of somewhat depressive subjects, particularly for anodes P8, TP8, C4, FC4, 
and F8. In the low gamma band, the grouping coefficients of solid controls in the prefrontal projection (AF4, AFz, AF3, FC5, 
F4, and F6) and the parietal flap (P03, P04, and P2) were essentially higher than those of somewhat depressive subjects. The 
proportion of the trademark way length between the useful system of the somewhat discouraged gathering and the little world 
system was more noteworthy than 1. For the ordinary gathering, the proportion was close to 1. Here, the outcomes 
demonstrate nearer collaboration in the mind zones of right half of the globe in typical controls amid the intellectual 
procedure contrasted and the somewhat discouraged gathering, while the action of the prefrontal and parietal districts in 
gentle dejection was essentially lower than that of ordinary controls. [5] 
The creators [6] through this paper have assessed the misery level of every discourse flag utilizing I-Vector procedure. Here, 
they have expelled hush from the discourse flag then removed components from sound utilizing I-Vector after which split 
covering capacity was connected to assess covered sound beats. At last, they have assessed discouragement utilizing 
relationship framework. This strategy has better execution as contrasted and existing strategies. The general outcome has 
demonstrated that the I-Vector system has great exactness to identify despondency in sounds. [6] 
The creators [7] in their work ventures towards building up a characterization framework arranged approach, where highlight 
determination, grouping and combination based trials are led to construe which sorts of conduct (verbal and nonverbal) and 
conduct mixes can best separate amongst dejection and non-despondency. Utilizing measurable components separated from 
talking conduct, eye action, and head posture, they portray the conduct related with real dejection and inspect the execution 
of the characterization of individual modalities and when combined. Among the diverse combination approaches utilized 
here, component combination performed best with up to 88% normal exactness. [7] 
The creator [8] utilizes three-cathode inescapable EEG authority to gather EEG information from Fp1, Fp2, and Fpz as areas 
of scalp anodes, since these areas are firmly identified with feelings, and revealed by hair. Exceptional outlined investigation 
was directed and absolutely 178 subjects' EEG information were gathered. At that point, the exploration utilizes k-NN (K-
Nearest Neighbour), SVM (Support Vector Machine), ANN (Artificial Neuro Network) and DBN (Deep Belief Network) to 
break down the information. The outcomes demonstrate DBN performed superior to anything customary techniques utilizing 
shallow calculations. Besides, the outcomes recommended the outright energy of beta wave is a substantial trademark, which 
could be utilized for recognition of sadness. The precision achieved 78.24% utilizing the blend of DBN and the supreme 
energy of beta wave. This examination demonstrates the possibility of littler size inescapable framework for discouragement 
analysis. [8]. 
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Methodology 
 
Proposed Block Representation 
The Depression level predictor uses EEG signals which are acquired by utilizing "Neurosky's Mindwave Mobile Kit", which 
gives the raw EEG waves. It is a non-obtrusive strategy which utilizes just single terminal. Individual is asked with 10 
inquiries from the Standard PHQ.9 surveys and relying on his Depression, the distinctive EEG waves, to be specific Alpha, 
Beta, Theta, Delta and Gamma waves changes which are taken and spared by Lucid Scribe and are nourished to the Machine 
learner. Here, in the proposed module, the Electroencephalogram (EEG) signs of subjects are gotten by talking diverse age 
assemble subjects (47) with Depressed and Normal subjects. The elements are then separated from recurrence groups (Alpha, 
Beta, Delta, Gamma and Theta). Informational index of 47 subjects are readied that are sustained to the Machine learner to 
recognize depression where 39 are trained and 8 are tested to assess SVM execution. The proposed module is as appeared in 
Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure.1 Proposed block representation of the module 

 
Neurposky’s Mind wave mobile 
Neurosky’s maker out accompanied the "Mind wave mobile" brain wave kit work in 512-HZ of recurrence comprising of just 
sing electrode, the raw EEG signal is transmitted from the instrument by means of Bluetooth to the framework, by the 
support of "Lucid Scribe" programming which hold he log of the general time, EEG information from the instrument is 
appeared in Figure 2. Waves for each small scale second is put away with the information sheet of consistently, time, 
moment and seconds, by sending out this to the exceed expectations design we can get the numerical yield. 
EEG Signals are recorded with neuro sky's mindwave pack. Data's of different age gather and unmistakable sex are taken. 
Lucid Scribe programming gives differing mind wave signals in regards to time. In Lucid Scribe Brain signs are assembled. 
The data is masterminded age, sex, alpha, gamma, theta, and delta for max, min and average qualities. 
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Figure. 2. Mind wave mobile 
 
Patient Health Questionnaires (PHQ-9) 
The PHQ-9 is a multipurpose instrument for screening, checking and measuring the severity of Depression. The PHQ-9 uses 
DSM-IV despairing characteristic criteria with other driving genuine depressive symptoms into a compact self - report 
instrument. The gadget rates the repeat of the signs which parts into scoring earnestness record. Address 9 on the PHQ-9 
screens for the proximity and term of suicide ideation. An improvement, non-scored address on the PHQ-9 screens and the 
names weight to how much depressive issues have affected the patient's level of limit. The PHQ-9 is brief and important in 
clinical practice. The PHQ-9 is done by the patient in minutes and is immediately scored by the clinician. The PHQ-9 can 
moreover be coordinated on and on, which can reflect change or exacerbating of distress in light of treatment.  
PHQ scores ≥ 10 indicates Depression 
PHQ scores < 10 exhibits subject is Normal 
Figure 3 shows PHQ -9 sample format and Figure 4 shows sample collection by using Mobile mind wave kit by asking PHQ-
9 

 
 

Figure 3 Sample PHQ-9 
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Figure 4. sample collection by Asking PHQ-9 
 
Samples collection and Processing 
Lucid Scribe is the product which is utilized to gauge and furthermore to record the mind wave designs utilizing the 
Neurosky's unit that is associated with the head. Lucid Scribe is a software to record distinctive brain signals, perceive REM 
rest and trigger diverse yields when REM rest is distinguished. This document delineates the components of Lucid Scribe, 
how they work and how to use them. Clear Scribe can be used to record brain wave outlines using an EEG device related 
with the PC and play back sound archives or trigger another device when REM rest is perceived through eye improvement. 
For the recording the relating module for the EEG being utilized must be presented nearby the essential programming. For 
example to use Lucid Scribe with a headset or headband that contains a Think Gear, like the Mindwave, you have to present 
in any occasion Lucid Scribe and the Neurosky's Think Gear EEG module. 
 
Results and Discussion 
In this work focus is made on Depression Identification. 47 Samples are prepared by asking questions from PHQ-9 from the 
person. By using neurosky’s Mindwave kit brain waves are recorded at the forehead and important features are tabulated as 
shown in Figure 5.  Among them 39 data samples trained and 8 are tested. As Mindwave kit is wearable with Bluetooth 
support this work may be used in various applications. In this work confusion matrix is derived by MATLAB program and 
accuracy of 75 % is achieved. SVM Training and Testing results are as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Data set table prepared 
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Figure 6. SVM Program Run in MATLAB 

 
 

Figure 7. Results and Confusion matrix  
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Conclusion and Future Work 
Depression identification plays vital rule to avoid suicide of the subject. In this work methodology is given by EEG samples 
and PHQ-9 based scores for the subjects. In this work, the SVM module gave 75 % accuracy. 
The binary SVM classifier used could be replaced by multi-level SVM which gives Depression levels as Level 1,2,3 based on 
PHQ-9 score and EEG data. 
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